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Base Price

$684,990 3 Beds | 3 Baths | 2 Garage

About This Plan
Build the Davenport at Coastal Club; the only new single-family homes in Lewes' only award-winning gated resort

community with unbelievable completed amenities. The Davenport single-family home allows main-level luxury to

shine. From the inviting foyer, versatile flex space can be used as a home office or playroom. Off the 2-car garage, a

convenient family entry leads to a spacious bedroom and full bath. The gourmet kitchen features a large island

overlooking dining space and an impressive great room. Your luxury, main-level owner's suite is equipped with two

walk-in closets and stunning double sinks. Upstairs, a spacious loft leads to another bedroom and full bath. Finish

the lower level for more space and discover all The Davenport has to offer. *Prices shown generally refer to the

base house and do not include any optional features. Photos and/or drawings of homes may show upgraded

landscaping, elevations and optional features and may not represent the lowest-priced homes in the community.About This Community
Build the Davenport at Coastal Club; the only new single-family homes in Lewes' only award-winning gated resort

community with unbelievable completed amenities. The Davenport single-family home allows main-level luxury to

shine. From the inviting foyer, versatile flex space can be used as a home office or playroom. Off the 2-car garage, a

convenient family entry leads to a spacious bedroom and full bath. The gourmet kitchen features a large island

overlooking dining space and an impressive great room. Your luxury, main-level owner's suite is equipped with two

walk-in closets and stunning double sinks. Upstairs, a spacious loft leads to another bedroom and full bath. Finish

the lower level for more space and discover all The Davenport has to offer. *Prices shown generally refer to the

base house and do not include any optional features. Photos and/or drawings of homes may show upgraded

landscaping, elevations and optional features and may not represent the lowest-priced homes in the community.
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